
No one knows what being an American is. We are not a people held together by blood. 

We are not held together by beliefs. We are not held together by tongues. We are not held 

together by traumas. We are simply fragile, individual human beings held together by the belief 

that we are American. No one knows what being an American is except by what they believe 

defines an American. The original version of an American was founded on a history in which 

superior, white men who owned land were American. Apparently, we have surpassed the idea 

that only privileged white men are American, yet white men still define Americanism as they 

reign our books, museums, and walls. I am still not sure what being an American is, but I do 

share the belief that being an American means sharing a commitment to a set of values and ideals

which accept that immigrants are Americans, too. I believe I am the definition of an American – 

brown skinned mestizo, bilingual, burnt umber eyes, undulating locks of hair, Roman catholic, 

and a vociferous body of a woman. I am the American no one ever imagined. I am the American 

contradicting history. I am the American fighting to defend the fact and non-popular opinion, 

that being different still means American. 

Different. A word that haunts the halls of the White House. A word that terrorizes the 

dreams of legislators. A word that petrifies the land on Independence Day. I am American 

because I am different. I have a different culture, language, morals, ideas, beliefs, and physical 

appearance, but it is not only me. I stand next to all the immigrants who make America run with 

their salivating homemade foods, sweet tongues, silky tunics, sun glazed skin, and most 

importantly, a mind and heart like no other. I am an immigrant American who will welcome you 

into my house and serve you a warm plate of food. I am an immigrant American who will let you

sit next to me at my table. I am an immigrant America who will share my last dollar. I will do all 

of this and more without overthinking and without thinking twice because I come from nothing. I



come from walking the desert with splintered feet, sandals tied together falling apart like the 

country I leave behind. I come from swimming the river with hands reaching for a better life on 

the other side of the riverbanks. I had nothing, and I still do not have much, but I do have the 

humble spirit and welcoming smile to greet anyone at my door no matter what their definition of 

American is. I am the American to overlook their skin color or political identity or religious 

beliefs, and just see them as a human being showcasing their definition of an American because 

if they believe they are American, then who am I to tell them they are not? 

Language is key in ethical-cultural forms of life. Through language, individuals become 

who they are and express their thoughts, feelings, and ideas. In the United States, the ability to 

speak and write the English language to a certain degree is a qualification for naturalization but 

being an American does not mean you need to speak perfect, fluent English. If it did, then my 

peers in my AP Language and Composition class would not be considered American because I 

was the only one – an immigrant – to score a 5, a perfect score. It is instead beautiful that 

immigrants wanting to be Americans find beauty in the struggle of learning English as a second 

language. “Speak English” is carelessly thrown in the direction of ethnic Americans speaking 

their native tones, but aren’t they the ones who should be ashamed of only taking the time to 

learn one language? An American knowing English and a foreign tone does no harm. Instead, 

that American has the power of saying “I love you” to thy partner in more than one way, and 

“May God bless you” to thy stranger in more than one way. I find that beautiful. I find that 

American. 

Culture is key in every home of Americans. We are constantly faced with the opportunity

and the responsibility to set an example of what defines us as Americans. Our culture and 

traditions have the power to work humbly side by side to create a national platform like a 



melting pot overflowing with delicate, delicious diversity. We should not assimilate into an 

American society lingering with the same vocabulary, same tone, same everything because that 

would be boring. How could you not get tired of that if you get tired of your Starbucks order? I 

am the immigrant American with the tradition to make tamales with my mother, grandmother, 

and aunt for Christmas and to then share them with my coworkers. I am the immigrant American

with the tradition of celebrating children’s day in which children receive gifts for simply being 

innocent children. I am the immigrant with the tradition to ask my parents for permission even if 

I am twenty years old living under their roof because my culture values family respect over 

everything.

Growing up, I did not know what being an American was; all I knew was that all the 

nations around the world wanted to be like America. I still do not fully know what it means to be

American. So, in the meantime, I believe Americans are those immigrants who crossed borders 

to come to America because American runs on immigrants. The greatest way to reach a supreme 

level of happiness and honor is to be what we pretend to be. I am waiting and fighting for the day

that American immigrants re-invent the image and definition of this country. Meanwhile, I will 

continue to be asked who I am and where I come from even though I know I am good enough to 

be an American. I am an immigrant, but I am an American, too. 


